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pep2pro is a comprehensive proteome analysis database specifically suitable for flexible proteome data analysis. The pep2pro database schema offers solutions to the various challenges of developing a proteome data analysis database and because data integrated in pep2pro are in relational format, it enables flexible and detailed data analysis. The information provided here will facilitate building proteome data analysis databases for other organisms or applications. The capacity of the pep2pro database for the integration and analysis of large proteome datasets was demonstrated by creating the pep2pro dataset, which is an organ-specific characterisation of the *Arabidopsis thaliana* proteome containing 14 522 identified proteins based on 2.6 million peptide spectrum assignments. This dataset provides evidence of protein expression and reveals organ-specific processes. The high coverage and density of the dataset are essential for protein quantification by normalised spectral counting and allowed us to extract information that is usually not accessible in low-coverage datasets. With this quantitative protein information we analysed organ- and organelle-specific sub-proteomes. In addition we matched spectra to regions in the genome that were not predicted to have protein coding capacity and provide PCR validation for selected revised gene models. Furthermore, we analysed the peptide features that distinguish detected from non-detected peptides and found substantial disagreement between predicted and detected proteotypic peptides, suggesting that large-scale proteomics data are essential for efficient selection of proteotypic peptides in targeted proteomics surveys. The pep2pro dataset is available as a resource for plant systems biology at www.pep2pro.ethz.ch.

**Introduction**

The production and integration of genome-scale quantitative transcript, metabolite and proteome data allow investigating the organisational principles and the regulatory mechanisms of living cells and organisms. Systematic information on proteins has been difficult to obtain in the past, yet it is important for systems biology approaches as proteins are the main effectors in cells. Mutations affecting protein abundance, the pattern of post-translational modifications and their
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**Insight, innovation, integration**

Mass spectrometry has become an important tool for obtaining quantitative and qualitative protein information. Proteome data analysis remains a challenge, however, when analysis workflows require integration of results from different search algorithms, and tools allowing for versatile analysis of large integrated datasets are currently not available. We therefore built the pep2pro database. Its capacity for the integration and analysis of large proteome datasets was demonstrated by creating the pep2pro dataset, which represents an organ-specific *Arabidopsis thaliana* proteome map with 14 522 identified proteins available at www.pep2pro.ethz.ch. We used this dataset to establish quantitative protein accumulation, to define organ-specific proteomes of mitochondria, peroxisomes and chloroplasts that reflect their specific contributions to plant metabolism, and to revise gene models by proteogenomic mapping.
ability to interact with other molecular components are the reason for most phenotypic alterations associated with genetic perturbations.1 Because protein expression is regulated at different levels, information about protein presence, abundance and activity cannot be inferred solely from measuring mRNA levels. Mass spectrometry (MS) has now become an important tool for obtaining qualitative and quantitative protein information. However, proteome data integration and analysis of large datasets remain a challenge. This is especially the case when data analysis requires integration of results from different search algorithms, because the different algorithms create different outputs with diverse scores and because the results will be partly overlapping and in some cases contradictory. In addition to the consistent integration of results, the proteome data analysis pipeline should enable flexible data handling and versatile analysis of the results to support efficient data mining and extraction of biologically meaningful information. Existing widely used tools are restricted to a predefined set of search algorithms and detailed analyses of the search results often require downloading of the data and integration into another system like a relational database. For example, in the data analysis workflow for PeptideAtlas mass spectrometry data are first loaded into the PeptideAtlas raw data repository, after which they are analysed through the Trans-Proteomic Pipeline (TPP) using either Sequest3 or X!Tandem4 as database-dependent search algorithm followed by statistical assessment by PeptideProphet5 and ProteinProphet.6 The results are then loaded into the PeptideAtlas database from where they can be downloaded or queried using few pre-formed queries. Similarly, for the analysis of mass spectrometry data with the Global Proteome Machine Database (GPMDB)7 a local installation of GPMDB analysis of mass spectrometry data with the Global Proteome Machine Database (GPMDB)7 a local installation of GPMDB or queried using few pre-formed queries. Similarly, for the PeptideAtlas database from where they can be downloaded or queried using few pre-formed queries. Similarly, for the analysis of mass spectrometry data with the Global Proteome Machine Database (GPMDB)7 a local installation of GPMDB can be created for data analysis using the implemented search algorithm X!Tandem4 and uploading of the result files into the public GPMDB data repository. Other tools, such as Scaffold (Proteome Software) or Phenyx (Genebio), provide some elaborate data analysis and visualisation tools and allow users to validate search results from Mascot (Matrix Science), Sequest and X!Tandem.5 While these are doubtlessly powerful tools in many workflows, they are constrained in combining search results from different search algorithms into one integrated dataset by applying user-defined filtering criteria. Thus, they can not be adopted if a workflow requires the use of additional search algorithms.

The integration of search results from different search algorithms is challenging, first because results of the different algorithms come in different formats and with different quality scores. Second, the results can contradict each other when the algorithms annotate the same spectrum with different peptide sequences or different post-translational modifications or post-translational modifications at different positions. Third, the definitions of a non-tryptic end or a missed cleavage site can vary between the different algorithms. Sequest/PeptideProphet, for example considers peptides at the C-terminus of a protein as tryptic, whereas for PepSplice they are semi-tryptic, and missed cleavage sites where arginine or lysine are followed by proline are not considered as missed cleavage by Sequest/PeptideProphet, but by PepSplice. This will cause problems in the database if not addressed properly when it comes to the definition of true tryptic peptides. In the pep2pro database and analysis tool that we developed these issues were addressed and the database schema allows the integration of search results from Sequest/PeptideProphet, PepSplice, Mascot (Matrix Science) and Inspect based on user-defined filtering and cut-off criteria. Following the same building principle additional search algorithms can easily be appended to the workflow.

The handling of post-translational modifications is an additional challenge that has to be dealt with upon setting up a database system for proteome data integration and analysis. This, because a peptide can either be modified or not and when it is modified, it can be modified one to several times at different positions, or it can even be modified at unknown positions as it is often the case for phosphopeptides. Another issue that a proteome analysis database needs to cope with is the management of several databases used for database-dependent spectrum annotation because of new database releases or because one wants to search different databases. Here it is important that the database schema can store datasets searched against the different databases, and that it is known for each peptide and protein identification in which database release it was identified. In order to provide solutions to these and other questions we present the database schema of our pep2pro database. So far the data integrated are exclusively from Arabidopsis, yet in principle the database schema allows for the integration of proteome data from any organism.

The datasets that become integrated into the pep2pro database schema are in a relational format, which gives the user full control over the data and the power of database querying for data analysis. The database schema explained below allows for a detailed analysis of the results and for insights from the data that can not be obtained when the querying capacities are pre-defined and hence limited or when the result files are present in non-relational format. The pep2pro system therefore serves as a proteome data analysis platform. To illustrate its capacity, we report a comprehensive and fully integrated proteome dataset for Arabidopsis that we built by combining different large-scale organ-specific datasets and adding additional measurements. This large-scale dataset is publicly available on our website http://www.pep2pro.ethz.ch from where all information on peptide and protein identifications can easily be retrieved. In addition, the data in the pep2pro database are available in the PRIDE database. The pep2pro dataset extends the efforts to build complete proteome maps for the model organisms Arabidopsis thaliana, Caenorhabditis elegans, Drosophila melanogaster and Saccharomyces cerevisiae. It also expands other plant proteome databases, such as the Arabidopsis Subcellular Proteome Database (SUBA), plprot or the Plant Proteome Database (PPDB), which focus mainly on organellar proteomes, to reveal the function of plants at different organisational levels. Several Arabidopsis proteomic databases, including AtProteome, SUBA, PPDB, the phosphorylation databases PhosPhAT and RIPP-DB, and the spectrum database PROMEX have been integrated into the MASCP Gator, a proteomics aggregator that summarises information about Arabidopsis gene models.
and can be accessed at http://gator.masc-proteomics.org/. The pep2pro database is also integrated into this resource and constitutes the entry point for accessing the pep2pro and AtProteome datasets.10

The analyses of the pep2pro dataset that we report here include the identification of organ- and organelle-specific processes based on protein abundance determined by normalised spectral counting.24 This quantification method is comparable to other quantification methods and is reliable, but only in very large datasets.25 Validation of quantitative information requires targeted measurements of a selected set of proteins. One such targeted approach is selected reaction monitoring (SRM) in which quantitative analysis is targeting a pre-determined set of peptides and fragment ions while excluding all other peptides in the sample. Setting up SRM experiments requires previous information. First, peptides need to be identified that can be unambiguously assigned to proteins and are easily detectable by mass spectrometry. These peptides are referred to as proteotypic peptides (PTPs).26 Second, for each PTP fragment ions have to be determined that provide optimal signal intensity and stability and that help to discriminate the targeted peptide from other peptides in the sample.27 The pep2pro dataset presented here provides more than 140 000 unique peptides that unambiguously identify proteins and 2.6 Mio annotated spectra, vastly expanding PROMEX, a spectral reference database for plant proteins.25 The experimental information provided in pep2pro is valuable for SRM, because experimentally determined PTPs show different physical features than predicted PTPs. In addition, the information provided in the pep2pro website for each peptide assignment will help in choosing the experimental procedure and the plant material that show promise for protein and peptide identification.

Results and discussion

Features of the pep2pro database

The public interface of pep2pro is available at http://www.pep2pro.ethz.ch. The data for all peptides is shown together with the proteogenomic mapping of the peptides onto the genome. In addition to the comprehensive organisation of the AtProteome and pep2pro datasets (see below), we have also successfully used pep2pro for the integration of phosphoproteome data, as demonstrated by the large-scale phosphoproteome analysis of Arabidopsis shoots.28 The phosphoproteome data were analysed with Inspect9 and Mascot (Matrix Science) using the TAIR8 (The Arabidopsis Information Resource)20 protein database. After combining the search results, peptide spectrum assignments to decoy database peptides and spectra for which Mascot and Inspect assigned a different peptide to the same spectrum were not taken into consideration for further analyses. Because manual inspection suggested that Inspect had difficulties with tyrosine phosphorylation site assignments we flagged those tyrosine phosphorylations that were exclusively based on Inspect peptide spectrum assignments. If one search algorithm fulfilled the cut-off criteria for determining the phosphorylation position, but the other search algorithm failed to identify the phosphorylation position, we retained the information that the peptide is phosphorylated but removed the position information. With the fully integrated dataset we investigated phosphoproteome dynamics during a circadian cycle, which resulted in the identification of 1429 phosphoproteins and 3029 phosphopeptides with the exact site of phosphorylation established in 2349 peptides. These data are also available on the pep2pro web site and the phosphoproteins identified in this dataset are interlinked with the Arabidopsis Protein Phosphorylation Site Database (PhosPhAt).20

The database schema of pep2pro that we developed for the integration and analysis of the above-described data is shown in Fig. 1 and in more detail in pep2pro.sql in the Supplemental Data.† The database schema consists of several building blocks that have been integrated for different aspects of proteome data analysis. A detailed explanation of the different building blocks can be found in the Supplemental Data,† together with an algorithm for custom proteogenomic peptide mapping (Supplemental Fig. S1†). Supplemental Fig. S2† highlights the fundamental differences between the analysis workflows of pep2pro and PeptideAtlas2 to demonstrate that pep2pro is a novel tool enabling consistent data handling and flexible proteome data analysis.

The pep2pro dataset represents a fully integrated organ-specific proteome map

We recently reported a large-scale organ-specific characterisation of the Arabidopsis proteome and the identification of 86 456 unique peptides that matched to 13 029 proteins from the TAIR7 Arabidopsis annotated genome database.10 Since then, TAIR8 and TAIR9 database releases have become available and the original AtProteome dataset has been reanalysed (Table 1). We have expanded the original AtProteome dataset by adding two biological replicates of flowers and flower buds, three biological replicates of cotyledons and young leaves (each biological replicate measured in three technical replicates), and shoots at stage 1.06 and two weeks later. Collectively, these data represent the “AtProteome extended” datasets. In order to create a fully integrated organ-specific proteome map we also included the pollen proteome data of Grobei et al.11 and the organ-specific proteome data of Castellana et al.11 (excluding phosphoproteome data) after subjecting the data to our standard protein analysis pipeline, resulting in the dataset termed “pep2pro TAIR9”.

False positive spectrum peptide assignments randomly hit proteins in the protein database, whereas true positive assignments are mostly consistent with already identified proteins. Consequently, the average number of peptide spectrum assignments per protein increased from 61 in the AtProteome TAIR9 dataset to 147 in pep2pro TAIR9. Adding more spectrum peptide assignments to the dataset therefore has the effect that more false positives accumulate in the group of single protein hits.30 To increase confidence in protein identifications, we therefore created the pep2pro TAIR9 wos dataset, in which 3589 single protein hits were excluded for which the peptide identification was based on the results of one search algorithm only, based on the assumption that good quality peptide spectra would mostly be assigned by both
search algorithms. The remaining 1268 single peptide protein identifications show an average of 5 peptide spectrum assignments with a maximum of 124. These proteins have an average 22 theoretical tryptic peptides as compared to 32 for all proteins in the pep2pro TAIR9 wos dataset. The identification of only one peptide per protein can therefore to some extent be attributed to the lower number of detectable peptides. In summary, the pep2pro TAIR9 wos dataset has more than 2.6 million spectra assigned to 141,235 peptides and 14,522 genome loci. It is available from the pep2pro website and has been exported to the PRIDE database (accessions 15,478-15,540 and 15,564-15,565). \[13\] From the three most prominent centralised and standard compliant databases for proteomics data, PeptideAtlas, GPMDB and PRIDE, \[13\] PRIDE was chosen as it allows the submission of data that were generated in our data analysis workflow.

**Features of identified and non-identified proteins**

In order to investigate the depth of analysis and possible biases in the pep2pro TAIR9 wos dataset we first looked at over-represented GO categories of aspect biological process in the proteins from the TAIR9 protein database that we had not identified. The four most prominent over-represented categories were
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**Table 1** Number of assigned spectra, distinct peptides and different loci in the various datasets integrated in the pep2pro database, searched against different releases of the TAIR database. For the spectra, the spectrum false discovery rate (specFDR) is given.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Spectra</th>
<th>specFDR</th>
<th>Distinct peptides</th>
<th>Loci</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TAIR7 database</td>
<td>790,181</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
<td>86,456</td>
<td>27,029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AtProteome TAIR7 (original)[10]</td>
<td>803,577</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
<td>86,966</td>
<td>27,154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAIR8 database</td>
<td>799,292</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
<td>86,763</td>
<td>27,104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AtProteome TAIR8</td>
<td>1,062,435</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
<td>96,145</td>
<td>14,195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAIR9 database</td>
<td>803,530</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
<td>87,630</td>
<td>27,379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AtProteome TAIR9</td>
<td>803,530</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
<td>87,630</td>
<td>27,379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pep2pro TAIR9</td>
<td>2,664,441</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
<td>144,824</td>
<td>14,111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large-scale phosphoproteome analysis of Arabidopsis thaliana shoots TAIR8[28]</td>
<td>2,660,852</td>
<td>0.7%</td>
<td>141,235</td>
<td>14,522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pollen proteome map of Arabidopsis thaliana TAIR7[12]</td>
<td>803,530</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
<td>87,630</td>
<td>27,379</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Fig. 1 Database schema of the pep2pro database.
regulation of transcription, DNA-dependent (p < 1e−30), regulation of transcription (p < 1e−30), response to chitin (p = 3.2e−13) and response to auxin stimulus (p = 2.1e−08). Transcription factors and signalling proteins are known to be of low abundance and the bias of proteomics studies for abundant proteins is well documented. For example, we had shown previously for the AtProteome TAIR7 dataset that proteins expressed at higher transcript frequency were preferentially detected. The bias for abundant proteins therefore most probably also accounts for the under-representation of proteins from these categories in this large dataset. We next looked at the distribution of INTERPRO domains and SCOP protein folds in identified versus non-identified proteins, for which we downloaded the lists TAIR9_all.domains and SCOP_class.tair9 from TAIR29 (ftp://ftp.arabidopsis.org/home/tair/Proteins/, on www.arabidopsis.org, version 20.6.2009), taking the first splice variant as a representative gene model. The set of non-identified proteins comprised many more proteins containing the following INTERPRO domains than the set of identified proteins: Transcription factor, MADS-box (97 non-identified proteins vs. 11 identified proteins), F-box associated (135 vs. 16) and Pathogenesis-related transcriptional factor and ERF, DNA-binding (130 vs. 16). Likewise, the non-identified proteins comprised more proteins with the SCOP protein folds SRF-like (98 vs. 11), NAC domain (100 vs. 16) and DNA-binding domain (139 vs. 27), which are all involved in transcriptional regulation. We next analysed the coverage of plant-specific proteins from the Plant Specific Database (http://genomics.msu.edu/plant_specific/index.html).31 Of the 3831 unique plant-specific loci, only 46% were identified. Because plant-specific proteins include a large proportion (13%) of transcription factors, this low coverage might again be explained by the bias against low-abundance proteins. A functional categorisation of the non-identified plant-specific proteins against all plant-specific proteins using the GO ontology with aspect biological process identified regulation of transcription, DNA-dependent (p = 7.3e−20) as the most over-represented category, which is consistent with our interpretation. Taking all these results together, we conclude that protein abundance is a major factor determining if a protein can be identified in high-throughput experiments.

In addition to the bias against low-abundance proteins, a bias against low-molecular weight proteins was also reported for the AtProteome TAIR7 dataset, in which the average molecular weight of the identified proteins was 54.7 kDa as compared to the average of 45.9 kDa for all proteins in the TAIR7 protein database. The average molecular weight for proteins in the pep2pro TAIR9 wos dataset is 54.2 kDa as compared to the average of 45.0 kDa for all proteins in TAIR9, indicating that we could not reduce the bias against low-molecular mass proteins by combining high-throughput data from different resources into a larger database. This suggests that overcoming this bias would require additional measurements with specific enrichment of under-represented protein categories.

Another bias often attributed to proteomics datasets is that against membrane proteins. We therefore analysed the coverage of proteins containing trans-membrane domains (TMDs) using Membrane_Proteins.tair9 (ftp://ftp.arabidopsis.org/home/tair/Proteins/Properties/, on www.arabidopsis.org, version 20.6.2009), again taking the first splice variant as a representative gene model. Fig. 2 shows that the pep2pro TAIR9 wos dataset does not bias against proteins containing TMDs as TAIR9 proteins predicted to contain more than 14 TMDs were identified at a rate of more than 80%. A likely explanation is that large proteins are identified more easily, and that the average molecular weight of the representative gene models containing at least 14 TMDs is 124 kDa. The reason for the pep2pro TAIR9 wos dataset not showing the bias against trans-membrane proteins might be that the bias observed previously can most probably be attributed to the prevalence of 2D-PAGE analyses in the early days of high-throughput proteomics. Sample preparation for 2D-PAGE analyses has stringent extraction requirements not allowing for buffer compositions with detergents that can solubilise membranes, whereas the protein samples used in pep2pro TAIR9 wos were mostly extracted with buffers containing strong detergents.

Organ-specific sub-proteomes and quantification of organ-specific biological processes

The pep2pro database provides information about the proteome of several distinct plant organs and therefore about organ-specific biological processes. Supplemental Table S2† gives an overview over the different plant organs and samples included in the pep2pro TAIR9 wos dataset and the number of assigned spectra, peptides and proteins, and Supplemental Table S3† shows the number of peptide spectrum assignments and the normalised spectral count for all quantified proteins in the different organs. To assess the robustness of organ-specific proteome characterisation, we compared the protein quantification results from different replicate measurements of flowers and leaves. The Spearman rank correlation coefficient for the four juvenile leaf replicates from the AtProteome dataset was between 0.62 and 0.65, and between 0.28 and 0.65 for the four leaf replicates from the Castellana dataset11 that had not been processed with the same method. The AtProteome juvenile leaves correlated with the Castellana leaves with a coefficient of 0.53. The correlation coefficient for the three open flower replicates from the AtProteome

![Fig. 2 Percent of identified proteins (blue) and unidentified proteins (red) in the pep2pro TAIR9 wos dataset compared to all proteins in the TAIR9 database; I all identified proteins, 2 all proteins containing at least one trans-membrane domain (TMD), 3 proteins without a TMD, 4 proteins containing 1 TMD, 5 2 TMDs, 6 3 TMDs, 7 4 TMDs, 8 5 TMDs, 9 6 TMDs, 10 7 TMDs, 11 8 TMDs, 12 9 TMDs, 13 10 TMDs, 14 11 TMDs, 15 12 TMDs, 16 13 TMDs, 17 14 TMDs, 18 ≥ 15 TMDs.](image-url)
dataset was between 0.55 and 0.59, and for the two replicates from the Castellana dataset\textsuperscript{11} it was 0.76. The AtProteome open flowers correlated with the Castellana flowers with a coefficient of 0.2. Thus, the correlation in intra-laboratory datasets using the same technique is relatively high, whereas it is low for results from different laboratories or between different techniques in the same laboratory. This shows that it is important to apply the same method to different samples, if the results are to be compared, especially when working with relatively small datasets. Because the new pep2pro TAIR9 was dataset combines poorly correlated organ-specific data from different resources we assessed how the combination of samples created in different laboratories influences the selectivity of protein detection in different organs, i.e. the degree of organ-specificity. For this, we repeated the GO-term classification of the identified proteins with which we had previously reported a number of organ-specific biological processes based on functional classification into TAIR GO categories using GO terms from aspect \textit{biological process} and topGO.\textsuperscript{10,33,34} The functional classification of organ-specific sub-proteomes (Supplemental Table S4) confirmed that in all organ proteomes \textit{translational} was still over-represented, as well as \textit{response to cadmium ion}, \textit{response to salt stress} and \textit{response to cold}. Other responses and processes associated with protein production were over-represented in the majority of the organ proteomes. Proteins were over-represented in the categories \textit{chloroplast organization} in leaves, \textit{toxin catabolic process} in roots, \textit{lipid storage} in seeds, and \textit{RNA processing} in cell culture. Together, most of the organ-specific categories previously determined were again identified in the pep2pro TAIR9 was dataset. New organ-specific over-represented GO categories in this dataset include \textit{cellular nitrogen compound}, \textit{heterocycle} and \textit{water-soluble vitamin biosynthetic process} in roots, as well as \textit{pollen germination} and \textit{pollen tube growth} in pollen.

In order to refine our analysis of organ-specific processes, we queried pep2pro for organ- and sample-specific biomarkers. We defined as organ-specific biomarkers those proteins, which were identified with at least three spectra in one organ but not at all in all other organs. The proteins that fulfil the criteria were also subjected to a functional classification (Supplemental Table S5). The most dramatic over-representation was obtained for flower biomarkers with \textit{pollen exine formation} (Fig. 3A). Fig. 3B shows the quantitative distribution of the proteins in this functional category, which substantiates that most of the proteins in the category \textit{pollen exine formation} are expressed specifically in flowers and not in other organs. The GO functional categories that were previously found over-represented in organ biomarkers\textsuperscript{10} and that were identified again with the new biomarker lists are \textit{toxin catabolic process} in roots, \textit{lipid storage}, \textit{lipid transport}, \textit{embryonic development ending in seed dormancy} and \textit{seed dormancy} in seeds, and \textit{cell wall modification} and \textit{anthocyanin biosynthetic process} in siliques. New categories of organ-specific pathways are \textit{microsporogenesis} in flowers, \textit{zinc ion transport} in roots and \textit{pollen tube growth} in pollen.

This shows that the large pep2pro TAIR9 was dataset, in which datasets from different laboratories were integrated, still displays organ-specific processes and that the organ-specific sub-proteomes are functionally significant. The biomarkers belong to processes that are clearly important for establishing organ-specific functions and hence validate the utility of the dataset to reveal insights into the functioning of the different organs of a plant. It also shows that the pep2pro database is instrumental in finding the expression pattern for proteins of interest in the different organs and samples.

**Organelle-specific sub-proteomes**

Because the depth of the organ-specific sub-proteomes in the pep2pro TAIR9 was dataset allows the identification of organ-specific processes, we examined if quantitative differences in the organelle-specific sub-proteomes of the different organs could be identified using assembled protein lists for plastids, peroxisomes and mitochondria as examples. Since the contribution of organelles to cellular metabolism in different plant organs is not well understood, this analysis could reveal functional differentiation reflected in the organelar proteomes and thus provide important new information about compartmentalisation principles. While the chloroplast proteome is expected to reflect the ability to perform photosynthesis, the prevalence of other plastid functions in different organs is less
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well known, as is the contribution of mitochondria or peroxisomes to cell metabolism.

To extract plastid proteins from the organ-specific proteome maps we used a previously published list, added missing plastid-encoded proteins and removed obvious contaminants (catalases, glycine dehydrogenases, 40S and 60S ribosomal proteins), as well as proteins that no longer exist in TAIR9. For peroxisomes we used the proteins identified by Reumann et al., and for mitochondria we assembled the list by first querying the MitoP2 database and then adding all mitochondria-encoded proteins. From the final lists all proteins were removed that were present in more than one list, resulting in 1430 plastid, 127 peroxisomal and 396 mitochondrial proteins (Supplemental Table S6). For the proteins from those lists that were quantified in the pep2pro TAIR9 wos dataset (Supplemental Table S3) we assembled organ-specific protein lists. To quantify organ specific functions, we correlated the quantitative organellar proteomes in the different organs (Fig. 4A), which resulted in correlation coefficients ranging from 0.10 for leaves vs. pollen to 0.84 for flowers vs. leaves (Fig. 4A). The values for peroxisomes were similar and ranged from 0.15 for leaves vs. pollen and 0.85 for flowers vs. siliques. The range was much smaller for mitochondria where the lowest correlation coefficient was 0.64 for seeds vs. cell culture. The low correlation coefficients obtained with plastid and peroxisomal proteins indicate the organ-specific functions of these organelles, and illustrate organelle differentiation. In contrast, the correlation coefficients of mitochondrial proteomes are rather high, suggesting that little organ-specific differentiation occurs and that mitochondrial functions are similar in all organs.

Hierarchical clustering of the different correlation matrices revealed a separation between photosynthetic and non-photosynthetic plant organs for the plastid and peroxisomal proteins, but not for the mitochondrial proteins (Fig. 4A). Cell culture proteins cluster together with non-photosynthetic organs, even though green (illuminated) Arabidopsis cultured cells were used for about half of the MS/MS measurements. Illuminated cultured plant cells also depend on sucrose for growth, however, and therefore do not have a fully functional photosynthesis metabolism for autotrophic growth. This limits the utility of cultured cells for the analysis of quantitative processes at the protein level in plant organelles involved in assembling and regulating photosynthetic function and associated processes.

To further investigate if photosynthetic processes separate the photosynthetic and non-photosynthetic organs into different clusters and constitute the apparent functional proximity between peroxisomal and chloroplast functions, the abundance factors of the proteins from photosynthetic and non-synthetic organs were subjected to separate Spearman rank correlations using pairwise complete observations, followed by hierarchical clustering. Applying the hierarchical threshold clustering method with a minimum correlation coefficient of 0.8, the largest cluster from each dendrogram was identified and the proteins of those clusters were subjected to a functional classification. The most significantly over-represented GO biological process in the non-photosynthetic organ cluster was translation \((p = 2.3 \times 10^{-18})\), whereas it was photosynthesis for the photosynthetic organ cluster \((p = 8.2 \times 10^{-29})\). This shows that protein levels of photosynthetic proteins are co-regulated in photosynthetic organs, but less so in...
non-photosynthetic organs, and that photosynthesis separates the organs into different clusters. The adaptation of plastid and peroxisomal proteomes in different organs is therefore clearly connected to photosynthesis and photorespiration (Fig. 4B).

In summary, plastids and peroxisomes display high correlation coefficients between photosynthetic organs and photosynthetic organs clustered together for plastids and peroxisomes but not for mitochondria. In plants, peroxisomes differentiate into several variants. Two major variants are glyoxysomes that are induced upon seed germination and contain enzymes that are required to convert storage oil into carbohydrates, and leaf peroxisomes that are present in photosynthetic mesophyll cells where they play an important role in photorespiration. Photorespiration is of major importance for photosynthesis and therefore leaf peroxisomes are in close functional interaction with chloroplasts in photosynthetic organs. This is well reflected in the cluster analysis because we find a close coordination of plastid and peroxisomal functions, which is clearly driven by the photosynthetic capacity of the organs. This demonstrates that the protein abundance factors in the pep2pro TAIR9 wos dataset contain valuable information on organelle-specific differences in the different organs and hence can be used to obtain further insights into the processes taking place in different parts of a plant.

Expression evidence for alternative gene models

The high-density proteome map reported here is well suited to provide expression evidence for genome regions in which no protein coding capacity is currently predicted. We originally reported 57 new gene models based on the criteria that at least two peptides were assigned to the whole genome database to a region less than 3 kb apart. Of the 57 gene models in the AtProteome TAIR7 dataset, 10 were again identified in TAIR9 and the other 47 had been updated by the database curators (Table 2 and Supplemental Table S7†). The TAIR9 genome release information (ftp://ftp.arabidopsis.org/home/tair/Genes/TAIR9_genome_release/readme_TAIR9.txt on www.arabidopsis.org) reports that the proteome data provided by AtProteome by Castellana et al.11 had published the predicted protein sequences of the revised gene models published by Castellana et al. The 219 peptides from 49 gene models in the AtProteome TAIR7 dataset that had been curated in the TAIR9 database, 133 peptides (61%) from 28 loci (57%) match to the predicted protein sequences of the revised gene models published by Castellana et al.11 Of the 261 peptides from the originally reported 57 different loci in the AtProteome TAIR7 dataset, 171 peptides (66%) from 35 loci (61%) match to the predicted protein sequences of the revised gene models published by Castellana et al.11. Together, this demonstrates that the different methods for the identification of whole genome hits lead to orthogonal datasets that both contribute to the improvement of the accuracy of genome annotation.

With the AtProteome extended dataset searched against the TAIR8 database we included those whole genome hits that were identified with at least three spectra and analysed in greater detail the 31 newly identified gene models (AT00058 to AT00090). In order to validate a selected set of the new gene models, we performed PCR reactions for 6 intron and 2 intergenic regions. Primers for the intron regions were designed based on flanking exon sequences in the TAIR8 protein database and for the intergenic regions based on gene predictions by Fgenesh and GenScan. The PCR products were verified by sequencing. Fig. 5 shows that PCR evidence could be found for 7 of these 8 new gene models. The PCR product for AT00080 was 450 bp shorter than expected and its size of the gene products corresponds with what was expected, except for AT00067, which is around 100 bp too long and AT00080, which is around 450 bp too short.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2</th>
<th>Number of assigned spectra, distinct peptides and different loci of the whole genome hits in the different datasets, identified by searching different releases of the TAIR database</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AtProteome TAIR7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loci</td>
<td>Peptides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAIR7 whole genome hits</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAIR8 whole genome hits</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAIR9 whole genome hits</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
PCR product for AT00067 was 100 bp longer than expected and sequencing showed that the genome sequence in TAIR8 seems to lack 100 bp (Supplemental Fig. S3). Of the 31 new gene models identified in the AtProteome extended TAIR8 dataset, 16 were still identified in TAIR9 and 15 had been revised by the curators. Searching the pep2pro TAIR9 was dataset for whole genome hits applying the same criteria as above revealed 28 additional gene models (AT00091 to AT00119), resulting in expression evidence based on 115 peptides for a total of 54 gene models not annotated as protein coding genes in the TAIR9 protein database (Table 2 and Supplemental Table S7). The expression evidence for these 54 gene models both came from the Castellana et al. dataset,11 which contributed 907 spectra assigned to 64 whole genome peptides from 30 gene models, as well as the extended AtProteome and pollen data, which gave 810 spectra assigned to 90 peptides from 45 gene models.

The release of the TAIR9 database has shown that the accuracy of genome annotation can be improved in cycles of genome annotation, identification of peptides from genome regions without annotated protein-coding capacity, and refinement of the annotation. With the data provided here we are continuing our effort in providing experimental evidence for expression from genome regions that are not annotated to be protein coding in the TAIR protein database, and hence contribute to a better annotation of the Arabidopsis genome.

Features of unidentified theoretical tryptic peptides

The identified unique peptides in the AtProteome extended TAIR9 dataset represent a substantial reference dataset for the extraction of features that influence the identification of peptides in MS/MS and that distinguish the 71 618 detected true tryptic peptides (TTP: no missed cleavage, full tryptic ends, unambiguously identifying a protein) from the 589 276 predicted but undetected TTP. This information is important when selecting optimal peptides for targeted analyses using SRM methods. The histograms in Fig. 6 show that the identified peptides have a lower average positive charge than the unidentified peptides (Fig. 6A1 and A2), which is consistent with the longer average peptide length (Fig. 6C1 and C2) and the corresponding higher molecular mass of the identified peptides (Fig. 6D1 and D2). Furthermore, the identified peptides have a lower average pI (Fig. 6E1 and E2). This analysis suggests that the most important feature that distinguishes detectable from undetected peptides is peptide length, which has been observed previously16 and can be explained by the higher information content of MS/MS spectra from larger peptides.

Computational prediction of proteotypic peptides with PeptideSieve26 produced 39 741 predicted proteotypic TTP with a minimum probability of 0.9, of which 7802 (20%) had been identified in the AtProteome extended TAIR9 dataset. Comparing the features of the predicted and identified peptides with those that were predicted but not identified did not show significant differences (data not shown). We therefore analysed the abundance of the proteins containing these predicted proteotypic peptides by counting the spectra that identified them in the AtProteome extended TAIR9 dataset. The average number of spectra for proteins containing identified and PeptideSieve-predicted proteotypic peptides (psPTP) was 158, whereas it was only 31 for proteins containing PeptideSieve-predicted but not identified peptides. We then defined peptides that were identified by PeptideProphet6 with at least three spectra in at least one fraction in the AtProteome extended TAIR9 dataset to be experimental proteotypic peptides (ePTP) and compared the features of the 17 928 ePTP with those of the 7802 psPTP, also including those 1535 peptides that are both ePTP and psPTP. All psPTP have a charge of 2 and display a quite narrow distribution of the peptide length with an average of only 10.9, whereas the ePTP show a broader distribution with an average peptide length of 17.1, which is even higher than the average peptide length of all identified peptides. The pI values of the ePTP also show a broader distribution than those of the psPTP and the average pI of the ePTP is again close to the average pI of all identified peptides. The peptides that are both ePTP and psPTP display similar patterns as the psPTP (Fig. 6, column 3), which shows that the prediction does not cover the range of physical features with which peptides can be identified. The deviation between prediction and experimental validation emphasises that the experimental proteome data are important for identifying proteotypic peptides that are useful as protein markers in quantitative proteome surveys.

This conclusion is further substantiated by a comparison of the AtProteome extended TAIR9 dataset with another experimental dataset of Arabidopsis proteotypic peptides that was downloaded from the GPMDB7 website (ftp://ftp.thepm.org/projects/xhunter/libs/eukaryotes/peptide/ath1_cmp_20.fasta, version 06/07/2010). The FASTA file contains 62 573 peptides and for each peptide a GPM identifier is given as description. A closer look at these peptides revealed that 1505 of them do not occur in the TAIR9 protein database but originate from other organisms or were identified by searching earlier versions of the Arabidopsis protein database, and some of the peptides no longer seem to be present in the GPMDB. For 15 504 peptides it was found that they either contain up to eight missed cleavage sites or don’t have tryptic ends, and 3487 peptides are ambiguous and fit to several different proteins with up to 101 loci per peptide. A comparison with the remaining 42 077 TTPs gave that 35 402 (84%) were also identified in the AtProteome extended TAIR9 dataset and 15 987 (38%) were ePTPs. This high overlap is most probably a consequence of data exchange between GPMDB and PRIDE into which part of the data in the AtProteome extended dataset had already been integrated. A deeper analysis of the different sets of experimental proteotypic peptides would be interesting, yet this would require information on the peptide identifications also for the GPMDB dataset, as for example the data source, the number of identifying spectra, the protein database searched, the sample, the experimental procedure and the mass spectrometry method applied.

In summary, the more than 2.6 million MS/MS spectra in the pep2pro database together with the pep2pro interface from which all information about the peptide spectrum assignments can easily be retrieved will be instrumental in generating valuable quantitative proteome data for systems biology approaches.
Experimental

Interpretation of MS/MS spectra, data filtering and export to PRIDE

Peptide spectrum assignment and data filtering was done following earlier described methods.\(^\text{10}\) In brief, these consisted of searching the MS/MS spectra (1) with TurboSEQUEST and PeptideProphet\(^\text{5}\) using the Trans-Proteomic Pipeline (TPP) against the corresponding database with concatenated decoy database supplemented with contaminants, and (2) with PepSplice\(^\text{8}\) both against the protein database with an extended search space and the genome database. Post-translational modifications included in the searches with both algorithms were C iodoacetamide derivative as static and M oxidation as variable modification. In addition, PepSplice searches in the extended search space included the variable modifications N-term acetyl, C without iodoacetamide, C S-Methyl, D iodoacetamide derivative, D Phospho, H iodoacetamide derivative, H Phospho, K Acetyl/Carboxy/Trimethyl, K Hypusine, S Phospho, T Phospho, W Oxidation and Y Phospho/Sulfo, for which the modified amino acids are not isobaric to un-modified amino acids in the specified mass tolerance window. For PeptideProphet search results, the cut-off was set to a minimum probability of 0.9, for PepSplice the false
discovery rate was adjusted to $<0.01$, assessed for each search space separately. All peptide spectrum assignments above the determined threshold, except those of known contaminants, were filtered for ambiguity. Peptides matching to several proteins were excluded from further analyses. This does not apply to different splice variants of the same protein or to different loci sharing exactly the same sequence. All remaining spectrum assignments were entered into the pep2pro database. After database upload, the following spectrum assignments were flagged and not taken into consideration for further analyses: (1) spectrum assignments to decoy database peptides, and (2) spectra for which PeptideProphet and PepSplice assign a different peptide to the same spectrum (including different posttranslational modifications and differently charged peptides). PRIDE 2.1 XML files were created from the final fully integrated dataset and exported to the PRIDE database.13

Quantification of proteins

In pep2pro proteins are quantified by calculating the expected contribution of each individual protein to the samples total peptide pool10 based on a modification of the APEX-indexing method.24 For this we are assuming an equimolar distribution of proteins and correct the assumption with a correction factor that balances between detected and expected number of spectra for a given protein based on the depth of analysis and the number of theoretical tryptic peptides a protein can contribute. This is done according to the formula:

$$\text{Abundance Protein K} = \frac{\text{MSTP}_K \times \text{MSTP}_{\text{Dataset}}}{\text{TTP}_K \times \text{TTP}_{\text{Dataset}}}^{-1}$$

$$\text{MSTP}_K = \text{Measured spectra of tryptic peptides from protein K}$$

$$\text{TTP}_K = \text{Theoretical tryptic peptides of protein K}$$

$$\text{MSTP}_{\text{Dataset}} = \text{Measured spectra of tryptic peptides in the dataset}$$

$$\text{TTP}_{\text{Dataset}} = \text{Theoretical tryptic peptides of the identified proteins in the dataset}$$

Supplemental Table S3† provides for each organ the normalised spectral count and the number of spectra of true tryptic peptides for the quantified proteins in the pep2pro TAIR9 wos dataset.

GO functional classification

Assignment of protein functions was based on the TAIR GO categories from aspect biological process (download ATH_GO_GOSLIM_20090722.txt).34 The assignment was performed in R (version 2.8.1, http://www.r-project.org) using the elim method from the topGO package33 that is part of the Bioconductor project.41 Fisher’s exact test was used for assessing the GO term significance.

RNA isolation and RT-PCR

RNA was extracted from flower buds using Trizol (Invitrogen) according to manufacturer’s instructions with subsequent DNase I treatment. For RT-PCR 1 μg total RNA was reverse-transcribed using an oligo(dT) primer and reverse transcriptase (SuperScript II, Invitrogen). Aliquots of the generated cDNA corresponding to 100 ng total RNA were used as template for PCR with the primers listed in Supplemental Table S8.†

Proteotypic peptides

Experimental peptides are considered to be proteotypic when they unambiguously identify a protein and in case they were detected with at least 3 spectra by PeptideProphet in at least one fraction. Prediction of proteotypic peptides was performed using the PeptideSieve algorithm50 with parameters -M 6000 -p 0.9, -L 50, taking the resulting peptides for PAGE_ESI.

Conclusion

The proteomics field is rapidly expanding and the amount of reported proteome data has increased exponentially over the last few years. The generated raw data are typically interpreted using different search algorithms, the search results integrated and the final data analysed and made publicly available. In order to make sure that the data can be fully exploited by the scientific community, meta-data (data about the data) are provided together with the proteome data, which describe the samples and the analysis methods in a standardised format following the Minimum Information about a Proteomics Experiment (MIAPE) checklist developed by the Proteomics Standards Initiative (PSI).42 For coherent proteome data integration and analysis of large datasets a relational database is best suited, but the setup of such a database is not trivial and often poses unforeseen challenges that must be dealt with. These issues were addressed in the pep2pro database schema. Together with the pep2pro database we present the pep2pro TAIR9 wos dataset, which integrates the two largest high-throughput proteomics experiments in Arabidopsis thaliana published so far10,11 and adds additional organ-specific measurements. The large integrated dataset contains 14 522 identified proteins based on more than 2.6 Mio annotated spectra, corresponding to 53% of all proteins in the TAIR9 protein database. All the information concerning these protein identifications and the peptide spectrum assignments can easily be retrieved from the http://www.pep2pro.ethz.ch interface where we also provide a proteogenomic mapping of the peptides. We therefore expect that the pep2pro system will be a useful tool for comprehensive proteome data analysis and that the organ-specific proteome maps will constitute an important source of information for the plant community.
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